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1. NGS techniques, WES vs. WGS
2. Sample preparation and tracking
3. Read aligning and mapping
4. Quality control methods
5. Calling variants &

genotypes

So far, you have learned



How many variants, you say?

1 patient, WES

100,000 variants!

diagnosis?



Two keywords

Filtering

Prioritization

candidates

most likely

least likely



Filter & prioritize… on what?

we must first annotate the variants with additional context
...use this information to filter & prioritize

CHR POS REF ALT + GoNL + 1000G + ClinVar
2 179575511 C T .23 .21
2 179577870 T C
2 179578704 G A .01 Pathogenic
2 179578730 G A Benign
2 179578891 T C .001
2 179579093 T C Pathogenic
2 179579212 T C .02
2 179579694 T A
2 179579822 T A 0.02 Benign
2 179579977 G A .25 .3



Many different types of annotations

1. Gene panels
2. Population AF & GTC
3. Protein impact
4. Assessed variants
5. Inheritance match
6. Phenotype match
7. Deleteriousness



1. Gene panels. What do we know?

>0% ncRNA (~20k gene-like)

20-40% regulatory 50% repetitive / transposons

1% Exome (~25,000 genes)

10%

Intron & UTR

15% ‘Clinome’ (~3500 genes)

The human genome: 3,000,000,000 base pairs

Known Mendelian disorder genes,
often clinically actionable

1% ‘Gene panel’ (1 to ~100 genes)
Genes specific for a disorder / spectrum



1. Gene panels

Jongbloed (2011) Expert Opin Med Diagn 5:9-24

Clinicians:

“Which genes am I

allowed to look at?”

Researchers:

“Which genes

am I interested in?”

Pitfalls: scope & versioning

• Genes can be shared across panels
• ‘Super panels’ with disease subtypes
• Panels often updated with latest genes



1. Gene panels

Special highlight:

The CGD “mega-panel” of clinically actionable genes

@ http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/CGD



2. Population AF & GTC

Variant: C/T at chr.1, pos 69610

“Has it been seen before?”

Let’s check ExAC:

All observed alleles: 91252

Observed T alleles: 69

“(minor) allele frequency” = 69/91252 = 0.0007561478

“So it’s very rare. And my patient is homozygous! Clear hit?”

Well.. there are 12 known homozygous individuals in ExAC.

< your own conclusion here >



Database Individuals Sequencing type Variant info

750 Dutch WGS AF, GTC, 
genotypes (by 

request)

~3500 
various

WGS AF, genotypes

~60,000 
various

WES AF, GTC

~6,300 
various

WES AF, GTC

2. Population AF & GTC

Pitfalls

• Assumption of disorder rarity and full penetrance
• Population may not be representative of patient ethnicity



3. Protein impact

Effect Impact

STOP_GAINED HIGH

FRAME_SHIFT HIGH

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING MODERATE

CODON_INSERTION MODERATE

SYNONYMOUS_CODING LOW

NON_SYNONYMOUS_START LOW

INTRON MODIFIER

MICRO_RNA MODIFIER

+34 more effects

Pitfalls

• Transcript definitions (there could be dozens!)
• Overlapping genes (need to deal with this)

Predict the effect of a variant 
on the transcription of a gene

Each effect falls in 1 of 4 impact 
categories, depending on how 
badly it disrupts the functional 
protein product

& many others



4. Assessed variants

“Has my variant been seen or interpreted by a clinician before?”

• LOVD instances ( www.lovd.nl )
• The Human Gene Mutation Database ( www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk )
• Many local, custom databases (unfortunately…)
• VKGL data sharing (pilots)

• Cartagenia managed variant list ( http://cartagenia.com )
• Unfiltered variant frequencies (pilot in www.molgenis.org )

http://www.lovd.nl
http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk
http://cartagenia.com
http://www.molgenis.org


4. Assessed variants

ClinVar ( www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar )

4925 genes with 129,857 variants (x2 for Hg. build 37 and 38)

Available on web, as VCF, tab-delimited, etc

Pitfalls

• (extremely..) high false positive rates in some databases

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar


5. Inheritance match

“Could this heterozygous variant cause the disorder?”

Disorder inheritance mode Number of genes

Autosomal recessive (AR) 1570

Autosomal dominant (AD) 923

AD or AR 330

X-linked 187

Other (digenic, bloodgroup, Y-linked etc) ~100

Pitfalls

• These CGD data are not totally “clean”, beware when using 
these data in a script/program



5. Inheritance match

Variant presentation Disorder inheritance mode Candidate? Pitfalls?

Heterozygous AD Yes

Homozygous / compound 
heterozygous

AR Yes

Heterozygous AR No (though cryptic variant 
may be present)

Homozygous / compound 
heterozygous

AD Yes (though unexpected, so 
rather unlikely)

Heterozygous AD or AR Yes (but beware of disorder 
subtypes)

Homozygous / compound 
heterozygous

AD or AR Yes (but beware of disorder 
subtypes)

Heterozygous X-linked Maybe.. check X-Dom or X-
Rec (not in database!)

Homozygous / compound 
heterozygous / hemizygous

X-linked Yes



6. Phenotype match

Phenomizer ( http://compbio.charite.de/phenomizer )

Enter symptoms, match to disease, get gene

http://compbio.charite.de/phenomizer


6. Phenotype match

Phenotips ( http://phenotips.org )

Even smarter matching, including ‘negative’ symptoms

http://phenotips.org/


6. Phenotype match: under the hood

HPO term graph
http://www.human-phenotype-ontology.org



6. Phenotype match: under the hood

HPO term graph
http://www.human-phenotype-ontology.org



6. Phenotype match: under the hood



6. Phenotype match: under the hood

Symptom of disease A

Symptom of disease B

Distance between A and B:

Resnik’s semantic similarity 
(cited 2900+)



6. Phenotype match

Pitfalls

• Not every ‘phenotype matching’ software is smart!

So be very wary of how the matching is performed

For ‘smart’ software:

Enter as many, as specific symptoms as possible

this will only improve the match!

For ‘dumb’ software:

Enter as little, as broad symptoms as possible

to not throw the baby out with the bathwater!



7. Deleteriousness

Many conservation-based tools that predict how damaging a  

variant will be:

GERP, Phast, PhyloP, Grantham, PolyPhen, SIFT, AlignGVGD, 

MAPP, MutationTaster, CONDEL, Massessor, Xvar, etc...

Fine tools! but not perfect

• Scope difference (types of variants, genomic regions)
• Results often correlated with each other
• Training bias or even overfitted

So which to use?



7. Deleteriousness: CADD scores

Machine-learned model using 60+ tools & sources,

trained to find the difference between:

variants stabilized in evolution since primates and

variants randomized across the genome

Low CADD score means:

This variant looks like a stabilized variant, not deleterious

High CADD score means:

This variant looks like a non-stabilized variant, deleterious



7. Deleteriousness: CADD scores

Data from Raymond Dalgleish, https://eds.gene.le.ac.uk/home.php?select_db=COL3A1



7. Deleteriousness: CADD scores

Pitfalls: “Does it work for every gene?”



Combining all pipelines and tools in one platform

Data request
Find and request (biobank) 
data sets and items

Genome browser
Data sharing and 
integration DAS protocol

Exchange format
Import data and meta data 
using EMX format

Model registry
Meta-data registry of 
models for biobanks and 
molecular data

Annotators
Data integration for 
diagnostics and 
personalized 
medicine

Compute
Large scale computation on 
computational clusters, 
grids and clouds 

Biobank Connect 
Using ontologies to derive 
harmonization rule for data 
pooling

RNA pipeline
NGS data quantitation, 
structure, eQTL, allele 
specific expression

Impute pipeline
GWAS harmonization and 
imputation

R statistics
Use R data api to 
up/download data and 
integrate graphics

Data explorer
Filter and download for 
further analysis

DNA pipeline
NGS data alignment, 
SNV/SV calling, QC, NIPT
interpretation



After all this, what are we left with?
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